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Using to, too, and two correctly 

The words too, to, and two all sound the same, but mean 

something different. Too means also, two is the number, and 

to shows a specific person, place, thing, or goal. 

Directions: Place the correct to/too/two in the blank to 

complete the sentence. 

1. Will we be going ____ the park today? 

2. Rosie wanted ____ go ____ the beach to swim. 

3. Please hand me ____ forks so I can set the table. 

4. We will be gone for ____ hours tonight. 

5. I would like to go to the game _____. 

6. We can go ____, right? 

7. We need _____ buses to carry all the students. 

8. Do you need one or ____batteries for your car? 

9. The ____ kids want _____ go _____. 

10. Will you go ____ the store for me? 

11. I have ____ dogs and three cats. 

12. Do you ____ know each other? 

13. This award will be given ____ the top reader. 

14. I want ____ hear about your day. 

15. We will be going out to eat _____. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. Will we be going _to__ the park today? 

2. Rosie wanted _to__ go _to__ the beach to swim. 

3. Please hand me _two__ forks so I can set the table. 

4. We will be gone for _two__ hours tonight. 

5. I would like to go to the game _too__. 

6. We can go _too_, right? 

7. We need _two__ buses to carry all the students. 

8. Do you need one or _two__batteries for your car? 

9. The two__ kids want __to__ go _too___. 

10. Will you go _to__ the store for me? 

11. I have _two_ dogs and three cats. 

12. Do you _two_ know each other? 

13. This award will be given _to_ the top reader. 

14. I want _to_ hear about your day. 

15. We will be going out to eat _too__. 

 

 

 


